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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Flooding can occur anywhere in the State of Idaho. Flooding is a serious, frequent, and
costly natural disaster. Idaho is not immune to the costs associated with flood risks and
flooding poses a real threat to the lives and property of residents living near rivers,
streams, and lakes. Floodplains are inherently dynamic, a characteristic that makes
floodplain management and mapping a challenge. The underlying issue concerning
flood hazards is the existing watershed characteristics that influence damage flooding
inflicts upon Idahoans. Understanding the existing characteristics of watersheds, and
their impact on flood risks, is necessary to protect the people and property of Idaho.
Flood risk evaluations are necessary to identify significant risks so that limited mitigation
funds can be prioritized for use in the most at-risk areas. Therefore, an evaluation must
be conducted to determine the flood risk of Idaho Watersheds so that precious funds
may be sequenced and prioritized where it will benefit the most people and property at
risk.
Through funding from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the Idaho
Department of Water Resources (IDWR) created the 2011 Idaho Flood Risk Portfolio to
describe Idaho’s flood risk in 53 distinct watersheds, defined by the USGS Hydrologic
Unit Code 8 boundaries (HUC’s). Current data on flood risks in Idaho are available
regionally from the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP), the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) stream
gauge program and the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security and county All Hazard
Mitigation Plans (AHMP) but this data was not rolled-up into one authoritative source
until the IFRP.
The Idaho Flood Risk Portfolio (IFRP) is a digital geospatial natural hazard risk
database and is published with an accompanying desk reference to convey a common
vision of flood hazards throughout the Gem State.

3. Business Problem and Solution Description
How can the state coordinate the flood risk reduction
efforts of the federal, state and local governments, while
working to protect life and property?
The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), with funding support from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region X, created
the IFRP with the goal of creating a process that prioritizes floodrelated projects at the state level using a consistent map-based
approach. The research and geodatabase formats are scalable for
easy adoption by other states, enabling the IFRP to be used as a
template, for the creation of interstate risk portfolios. Furthermore, the
tool is designed to accept a multi-hazard approach to risk
management because the IFRP could easily be adapted to represent
avalanche, wildfire, straight-line winds and other natural hazard risks
in a comprehensive risk mitigation portfolio.
The IFRSP functions just like any other portfolio that simultaneously
depicts assets and liabilities (such as a checkbook, vehicle mileage
and maintenance record, et cetera). A powerful
component of the IFRP is the ability to convey an
array of highly technical information in an intuitive
and simple fashion to a variety of audiences. The
IFRP presents a common flood risk vision within the
state, while invoking regional thinking to promote the
expenditure of limited government funds, to be used
to address the greatest at-risk areas. The portfolio is
published as a powerful geodatabase and general
desk reference that describes the flood and seismic
risks in 84 watersheds, and includes United States
Geological Survey stream gauge charts, Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security mitigation
projects, flood insurance data, a summary narrative written for a lay-person, and a
vicinity map.
Local land use jurisdictions are the
purview of the state and the IFRP is
designed to assist communities with
achieving their own preferred future
of reduced flood and seismic risk.
The primary purpose of the IFRP is
to sequence flood hazard map
production, risk assessment and
mitigation activities.
The watershed flood risk ranking is

predicated on three selection criteria:
1) Population (Census 2010 Blocks)
2) Property (% private ownership and flood insurance policies in effect)
3) Professional Judgment
The presence of available elevation data, flood history and institutional memory
supplement information contained in FEMA’s Coordinated Needs Management Strategy
(CNMS). IDWR’s ranking considers these factors, as well as qualitative and quantitative
factors within HUCs such as population data, the percentage of lands that are privatelyowned, the number and total value of flood insurance policies in force, elevation and
stream gage data, flood history and institutional knowledge as qualitative ranking
factors.
4. SIGNIFICANCE
The beauty of the IFRP is in its utility: a desk reference and a powerful Geographic
Information System analysis database all-in-one. The IFRP appeals to all audience
types: expert, lay-person, planning and zoning commissioners, media, and federal, state
and local elected and appointed officials. The IFRP supports multiple state and local
applications: USACE levee safety; 504 permitting; flood risk reduction; FEMA Risk
MAP; NFIP and mitigation divisions; and IBHS All-Hazard Mitigation Planning. The
database can also be immediately used in life safety situations, pulled into the common
operating picture of emergency response teams or serve as an excellent jumping off
point for more in depth analysis. The IFRP is significant because this level of
coordination was not present until an appropriate communication tool was created.
5. BENEFIT OF THE PROJECT
The IFRP will remain in effect from 2011 until 2012, after which it will be updated to
include all 84 watersheds in Idaho and include a seismic component. Until that time, the
benefits of the IFRP include:
•
•
•
•
•

supporting improved flood risk communication and outreach;
providing assistance in identifying and prioritizing actions that reduce risk;
facilitating strategic planning;
identifying, leveraging and increasing efficient use of available information and
resources while promoting wise stewardship of taxpayer funds; and finally,
developing more comprehensive flood reduction strategies that increase the
discipline of flood hazard management as a whole.

A specific example includes the use of the IFRP by local governments to help validate
the value of a mitigation project while quantifying the potential reduced risk to life and
property in a grant application, public works project or enhanced land use planning
standards. The IFRP goes a long way to increasing access to quality data that
increases public awareness and leads to action reducing hazard risks to life and
property in Idaho.

